


Mama D's Homestyle Italian Cookbook, Giovanna D'Agostino, Golden Press, 1975, 0307487210,
9780307487216, 96 pages. A restaurateur shares her menu suggestions and recipes for hearty,
homestyle Italian dishes. 

DOWNLOAD HERE http://bit.ly/1aeNZ01

Rome, at home the spirit of la cucina romana in your own kitchen, Suzanne Dunaway, Mar 23, 2004,
Cooking, 292 pages. A collection of more than 150 recipes provides for a range of occasions and
includes instructions on how to prepare such dishes as Spicy Penne all'Arrabbiata, Spaghetti al ....

Dolce Italiano Desserts from the Babbo Kitchen, Gina DePalma, 2007, Cooking, 302 pages. A
collection of recipes blends traditional flavors with easy-to-apply cooking techniques, in a volume
that features such options as sesame and white corn biscotti and chocolate ....

The art of Sicilian cooking , Anna Muffoletto, 1971, Cooking, 224 pages. .

La Cucina The Regional Cooking of Italy, , 2009, Cooking, 928 pages. Offers easy yet authentic
Italian recipes collected from chefs and home cooks throughout the country, along with information
on regional and folk culture..

Betty Crocker's new Italian cooking , Betty Crocker, Apr 1, 1995, Cooking, 176 pages. From polenta
to pizza, a collection of 150 easy-to-prepare recipes offers more quick pasta dishes, more risotto,
more appetizers, and more desserts than any previous Betty ....

Italian Fast and Fresh Delicious Italian Meals to Make in Less Than an Hour, Julie Dannenbaum,
Aug 1, 1984, Cooking, 203 pages. A noted cooking instructor offers hundreds of traditional Italian
and Italian-American recipes based on simple procedures that can be prepared in less than one
hour.

The Italian Farmer's Table Authentic Recipes and Local Lore from Northern Italy, Matthew
Scialabba, Melissa Pellegrino, Nov 1, 2009, Cooking, 307 pages. The authors provide more than
150 recipes from Italian working-family farms that provide room and board to travelers, in a book
that also includes color photos and anecdotes ....

Cooking with love, Italian style , Francis Anthony, Aug 19, 1994, Cooking, 214 pages. A collection of
old country Italian dishes from the family of the "Love Chef" includes Aunt Ida's Meatballs with
Capers, Uncle Tony's Lentil Soup, and Mother Anthony's Soul ....

The Italian-American Cookbook A Feast of Food from a Great American Cooking Tradition, John
Mariani, Galina Mariani, 2000, Cooking, 451 pages. All the classics in lighter versions made with the
freshest of ingredients..

The talisman Italian cook book , Ada Boni, 1950, Cooking, 292 pages. .

Italian immigrant cooking , Elodia Rigante, 2003, Cooking, 191 pages. With over 150 recipies, and
125 full color photographs, Elodia takes us to an era when the "old timers," those born in Italy but
living in America, grew figs in their backyards ....

Simple Italian Cookery , Antonia Isola, 2008, Cooking, 76 pages. And you thought Italian food was
all about pizza, macaroni and garlic? Well, think again! This little cookbook introduces a wide variety
of Italian culinary delights. It ....

The Essentials of Classic Italian Cooking , Marcella Hazan, 1995, Cookery, Italian, 722 pages.
Revised, expanded and combined volume of THE CLASSIC ITALIAN COOKBOOK and THE
SECOND CLASSIC ITALIAN COOKBOOK.

Classico Authentic Italian Cooking, Classico, May 1, 1996, Cooking, 96 pages. A new cookbook



focusing on Italian cooking traditions includes seventy-five recipes for appetizers, entrees, and
desserts, with region of origin noted for each, plus sidebars ....

Rao's Cookbook Over 100 Years of Italian Home Cooking, Frank Pellegrino, 1998, Cooking, 182
pages. The owner of the popular restaurant in East Harlem, N.Y., presents its famous recipes,
accompanied by testimonials from celebrity patrons.

Italian light cooking , Marie Simmons, May 1, 1992, Cooking, 188 pages. Includes healthy recipes
for such dishes as pinzimonio, broccoli and orzo soup, minestrone, chick peas and pasta, zucchini
and carrot sauce, baked asparagus, chicken roasted ....

Colonial Style Creating Classic Interiors in Your Cape, Colonial, Or Saltbox Home, Treena Crochet,
Jan 1, 2005, Architecture, 186 pages. A guide to colonial decorating and architecture covers the
three main styles--Colonial, Cape Cod, and Saltbox--discussing floor and wall treatments, paint
colors, kitchens, and ....
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